
“No. 1 Premium Tutoring in Southern California” 
 ӞጱṛսᨶӫӱӞӞරࠔےܖ



• PRE ALGEBRA ڡᒵդහ  

• ALGEBRA 1 դහ2 

• GEOMETRY HONORS ֜پᩒսቔ 

• ALGEBRA 2 HONORS դහ2ᩒսቔ 

• MATH ANALYSIS/PRE CALC HONORS 

• AP CALCULUS AB/BC य़ץضஙᑌړ 

• MATH OLYMPIAD/AMC 10 ॿහAMC 

• SAT Subject Test MATH LEVEL 2  

• ISEE/SSAT MATH 

Our courses are 
designed to foster 
competency in all verbal 
skills, mathematics 
application and 
reasoning skills that’s 
necessary to excel in 
high schools and 
beyond. 

౯ժጱ᧞ᑕࣁङِಅํහ
ଫአവቘದᚆጱᚆ҅ێ
ᬯԶ᮷ฎࣁṛӾ݊զݐݸ
ս౮ᖂಅᵱጱ 

Our signature program includes all Mathematics 
level from 5th grade math to AP Calculus. We 
track and observe each students development, 
with our cloud based datas records each 
students' progress that we can assess under 
systematic review every year.

	 	 From  $105 /session

*ALL SESSIONS CONTAIN 90 MINUTES OF LESSON



• Evidenced Base Reading and Writing 
   (5th-10th Grade) 
    ਫᦤړຉᴅ᭦ᬋവቘࢧଫٟ֢ 
• ACT/SAT Core Writing Skills  
   (8th-11th Grade) 
• College Application Essay Workshop 
   (11th-12th Grade) 
    य़ኩ᧗ٟ֢ 
• ACT/SAT Reading and Grammar 
   (8th-11th Grade) 
    ACT/SAT ᴅဩ 
• AP Language/Literature and Composition 
   (11th-12th Grade) 
    य़ץض֢ٟದૣ 

Maximizing the 
student’s reading 
comprehension, reading 
speed, and core writing 
skills while inspiring a 
passion for reading 

ṛኞጱᴅቘᥴᚆ̔ێ
ᴅ᭛ଶے୩໐ஞٟ֢
ದૣ҅ݶᄶݎᴅጱ
ᅾఘ̶

Our program designed for students 
who's between 5th-11th Grade. It 
covers 5 main areas:Information & 
Ideas, Rhetoric, Synthesis, Expression 
of Ideas, Standard English 

	 	 From  $95 /session



It is our responsibility to 
instruct you in Physics, 
Chemistry or Biology 
and provide you with 
guided practice that 
helps you to fully 
understand the topics 

౯ժํᨱձኞԟ
ᇔቘ҅۸ኞᇔ҅ଚ
ԅኞ׀ᕞԟ҅ଆ
ۗ՜ժ꧌ړቘᥴᬯԶԆ᷌
༷ஷ

Adv. Earth Science/Life Science  
ᩒսᛔᆐᑀ 
AP Physics 1, 2, and C 
य़ץضᇔቘ 
AP Biology/Biology Honors 
य़ץضኞᇔ 
AP Chemistry/Chemistry Honors 
य़۸ץض 

SAT Subject Test /Biology/Chemistry 

Science Olympiad ॿྲԵᑀ 

With more than 15 years of experience, 
our AP science instructors can help to 
boost your performance. Study for AP 
exam with our instructors to improve 
the odds of a high score!

	 From  $105 /session

*ALL SESSIONS CONTAIN 90 MINUTES OF LESSON



Private High Schools Admission

Package Includes: 
• ISEE/SSAT Prep Classes 

• School Selections  

• Interview Preparation  

• Application Support (Incl. Student essays and 
questionnaires, teacher recommendations) 

Students and their parents often wonder what admissions 
committees are  looking for. Though each private school is 
different, there are some criteria that admissions committees 
want to see in successful applicants. Such as Academic and 
Intellectual Interests, Extracurricular Interests, Character and 
Maturity and Supportive Families.

ᐺᒈṛӾኩ抬ف䋊

Starting from  $1900



Urna Semper


Introduction 
to Plants



“OUR goal is to create winning college 
applications that makes the students as 
competitive as possible for the demanding 
college admissions process. We will help 
the students every step of the way, from 
how to navigate the admissions process 
to creating a successful application.” 

“౯ժጱፓຽฎڠୌӞӻਠᗦጱय़ኩ᧗ֵ҅
ኞੱݢᚆٍํᒋԩ҅ێզჿ᪃ᝉڰጱय़

୯ၞݐᑕ̶౯ժਖ਼ଆۗኞྯӞྍ҅ই֜

ᛯ୯ݐᬦᑕڠکୌ౮ۑጱय़ኩ᧗” 

                                           Jerry Kao 
 	 	 	 ಗᤈԆձ, MTG & Folio ReadingՈېڠ   



౯ժፘמ᭗ᬦํපጱԟොဩ
ṛמஞ҅ኞਖ਼ݢզᛔ૩
ᖌ೮౮ᖂ̶

ଆۗೠᭇݳኞጱᘍᦶጱၥ
ᦶ҅զ݊ਞഭ๋ᭇ୮ጱᳵݐ

ၥᦶ॓ٵᒽኼ̶

,ᑕ᧞ᡏ឴ྛឍጱරොဩڂ
౯ժጱय़ᬀާտۘێ
ԅಅํኞᅆᬌ॓ጱԟԟబ
ாଶ̶

׀ኞଫᧆᘍᡤጱṛӾ᧞ᑕ
ํᒋԩێጱ໊ԏक़ጱ᧞ᑕ
ጱᳵᤒ 

Feature Highlights 
᯿ᅩӨᇙᜋ

Helping you in navigating your 
test options to highlight the tests 
to take, when to take them and 
strategies for preparing.

Providing timeline and guidance 
on which high school courses 
and competitive outside 
academic programs that student 
should consider.

We believe with effective methods 
of study and increased academic 
confidence, students will sustain 
their grades on their own. 

With Award-winning teaching 
methods and curriculums, Our 
tutor and counselors strive to 
instill a passion for learning in all 
of our students. 



Ө౯ժጱय़୯ݐӫਹ֢ݳਠᗦጱ
य़ኩ᧗ᤒ໒ᦞ

ᦜग़ଉชᡕᘶፑय़ጱ୯ݐሲ֗ԭ6Ѿ҅୯ݢݐᚆ֒Ԓᶋଉ
ጱమय़فᵙ̶ᦏ౯ժጱӫਹଆۗຂᬰࢯ

ොໜݐᶎय़୯ق

1 2 3Ө፥ྋᕪḵӿጱय़
ኩ᧗ӫਹ֢ݳ 

चԭقᶎᧇᕡጱӻՈᩒාړ
ຉ҅౯ժਖ਼Өٍํӿय़
فᕪḵጱḒଅᶶᳯᯈ
̶՜ਖ਼౮ԅਠ౮ኩ᧗ၞ
ᑕጱ̶ܖ

ଆۗኞݎӞӻ୩य़ᘒ
ํฬጱय़୯ݐᒍ 

ጱᶶᳯਖ਼׀ӻ۸ጱӫӱᎣ
ᦩ҅ଆۗڊ֢ګեՈܦႮڰ
ጱᒍ̶๋ᕣᏟਧጱ໊ݷ
ᬿ҅ݓଚԅྯಅ໊ୌᒈጱܔ
౯ժտᴿࣁኩ᧗ᬦᑕጱྯӞྍ

ᇙڦ୩᧣ಅํොᶎጱኩ
᧗य़ᑕଧ 

ጱय़ኩ᧗ᶶᳯӨӞ᩸
زጱय़ኩ᧗ጱྯӻࣁ֢ݳ
ᔰ̶ࣁኩ᧗ᬦᑕտᦓԏ
ᳵ҅ጱᶶᳯᡱݢզࢧᒼ
ጱᳯ̶᷌

$8900᩸  



•8ࣁଙᕆত҅ṛӾࢥଙᥢښ 
•ս۸᧞ᑕᦇ҅ښၥᦶᳵᤒ᧞क़ၚۖ 
•໑ഝኞጱᵱౄ๕҅Ꮈᑪᭇ୮ጱय़
ଚګਧଘᤍጱय़ܔݷ 

ᔮ҅ଚ๋ᕣೠරവىර࠺ᬰද•
គמ 

•ᦇښսضᘍᡤय़ᦢᳯ҅۱ೡ॓ٵय़
ᦢ᧨ 

•ᓕቘӨय़դᤒጱဋ᭗ 
•෫ᴴګग़ᐺᒈلᒈय़ኩ᧗̶ 

• ᦏኞਠ౮ձ҅ۓਠ౮य़ኩ᧗ጱಅํᕟ
౮᮱ړ 

• փᬡ֦ጱኞฎᏟٵӞղ๋অ๋҅॓ٵ
 ፓຽ໊ኞާտጱᓌܲک᧡

• य़ᦢᳯᦇ۱҅ښೡᦢᳯߺԶय़҅֜
ᦢᳯզ݊ୌᦓᤑ꧌य़ጱୌᦓ 

• ಅํᦞᴯᬿጱᖫᬋ҅࿈҅ᷚ໒
໒ୗ׀෫ᴴଆۗ 

• ᦧ୯ݐ᭗Ꭳԡզ݊ګਧᒵܔݷײ๗
٬ਧጱᒽኼ 

• 12ӻ์ኩ᧗๗ᳵ෫ᴴེ᧷ᧃտᦓࣁ

:ොໜᬮํ۱ೡݐᶎय़୯ق


